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PAID ARTICLE

High end industrial displays
Zoltan, Kiss MSc – Export manager –
Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH
Since many years one can experience fight on the smart
television market for our movie and living rooms, manufacturers offer wider and wider, high resolution, bright, specially
shaped, elegant, and of course more and more expensive
products featuring outstanding audiovisual properties. The
thinner, the more curved, the less framed the set is, the higher
the price consumers are ready to pay for them. The situation
however is completely different at the area of high-end industrial displays. For most of the applications it is enough to have
a 7"-10" screen size, much more important properties are the
robust, rugged design, the ability to withstand extreme environmental circumstances, the presence of the embedded PC
and the touch panel, the good outdoor visibility and readability
and the industrial operating temperature range. It is also important to be able to purchase the devices for a long time in
the same form factors. Sometimes there is also demand in
this area for special and extreme designs, thinking of kiosk
applications such as interactive information counters, shop
displays, information displays at production halls or community area. Here the size of the panel as well as its thickness and
weight also matter. There are many special manufacturers
out there offering solutions for these market niches, but those
products are not widely advertised, we may source them
through solution providers, or ourselves on exhibitions, shows
and via special Web shops. This article browses through the
Faytech high-end industrial display solutions presented by Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH on industrial expos such
as Electronica and Embedded World exhibitions.

WorldÒs largest touch PC

The first in the series is Faytech's improved open frame
touch monitor family, the flat yet rugged solution for easy implementation. It is designed as interactive touch display for
digital signage, industrial automation, shopping mall, meeting
room, hotel, classroom applications. With its hardened cover
lens and galvanized steel frame, these monitors enable flush
surface integration for all applications. The zinc-coated metal
housing is equipped with VESA-mount as well as surrounding
screw domes for robust fixation. The 10-point capacitive multitouch controlled by high performance EETI-ICs has outstanding reliability even when raining, when it is used in foggy or
dirty environment, if user is wearing rubber or winter gloves
the touch panel keeps its functionality and the application being controlled. When investigating simple commercial displays, and make a closer look at the layered structure one can
find air gaps in between, which are responsible for internal
reflections, that cause losses in light passing through. To compensate this negative effect when using the display outdoor or
in high ambient light environment, the only possibility at those
solutions is to empower backlight, which results in higher power consumption and shorter lifetime. Faytech uses precise optical bonding processes combined with chemically etched
glasses and its enhanced backlights contribute a perfect readability in all environments. Additionally, external reflections are
reduced by the chemically etched cover lens with anti-glare
coating. In direct sunlight, bright enlightened shopping centers or industrial workshops, the displays' quality is always
crystal clear. Faytech guarantees zero dead pixels at all TFT
displays. To provide best power consumption,  as option- an
ambient light sensor can be integrated enabling automated
backlight dimming, e.g. at night time. Equipped with various
interfaces these monitors can be connected to any computer
system. There are touch drivers available for Windows, Linux,
Mac and Android.
The available interfaces offer to meet usual industrial standards such as HDMI 1.3, DVI, VGA for display card connectivity, USB for touch panel connectivity supported by Windows,
Linux, Mac and Android drivers. The family contains several
models in different sizes: 15", 21.5", 32", 43", 55" and World's
 as of today  largest 86" touch screen, from standard SVGA
1024X768 resolution and 700:1 contrast to 3840X2160 resolution and 1600:1 contrast ratio.
The application area:
 Industrial control rooms
 Advertisement boards
 Exhibition booths
 Public area (shopping mall, airport bus station)
information kiosk
 Industrial Control Interfaces
 Dash Boards
 Digital Signage
 Interactive Classrooms
 Meeting Rooms

The "digital poster"

The other interesting product is the 43" IP65 high brightness
embedded PC. It is the 21st century replacement and modern
alternative of in- and outdoor stand up posters, also known as
customer stopper. This enhanced multi-media monitor can attract attention of pedestrians or guide restaurant guests with
the possibility to display multimedia contents such as high
resolution (animated) pictures, videos. Its thin design and the
ability to stand firm and solid with the aluminum support attached make the device perfectly filling to place in shop windows. Its screen has a display ratio of 16:9 in portrait format,
and has an industrial A+ quality LCD panel backed by Faytech's 100% no dead pixel guarantee, with antiglare treatment
(chemical etched) and glass front reaching MosH 7. The housing consists of aluminum and metal and has complete IP65
protection for applications under harsh environmental circumstances, offering water- and dust-proof solution. The device
has an optically bonded glass protection front, which will improve the stability, reduce the internal reflection, but also increase the viewing angle. It has a backlight brightness of at
least 1000 cd / m2, which guarantees a super sharp and clear
picture, even exposed to direct sunlight. Beside this, it is completely safe to install it as outdoor application because it runs
on 24 V supply voltage. The PC is powered by Allwinner V 40
CortexTM A7 QuadCore CPU, equipped by 1GB DDR3 RAM
and 8GB EMMC Flash, and has preinstalled Android 6.0 OS.
As the networking interfaces regard LAN and WiFi are both
available. This device is the perfect cost-effective solution for
in- and outdoor applications in the field of digital signage. With
its modern design and sleek look, the device would fit perfectly in a store, company entrance, restaurant, shopping mall,
waiting room, exhibition booth or any other related application.

LAPSCREEN® - slim external display for mobile
devices

Most of us use an external display in everyday office work.
This is supported by most of the desktop PCs and notebooks,
using a docking station with a fix TFT screen is usual installation at a modern office. But what to do if we are often out of
office and need to work on the way at airport lounges, hotel
rooms or fast-food restaurants? What if we would like to extend the display possibilities of our mobile devices such as
our tablets or even mobile phones?
Reader may have an answer for certain cases, using an
adequate converter or any wireless connection usually it is
possible to connect to the TV set of the hotel room, but elegant, convenient and mobile solution cannot be established in
such way. The answer of year 2019 and Faytech is the LAPSCREEN® display, which is a slim, lightweight (400 gr) A4
size mobile monitor, which offers solution to extend or duplicate small size displays through USB-C or HDMI connection,
and can be used for mobile PCs, tablets and even GSM
phones.
There are yet two versions available, one of them is
equipped with a 10-point multi-touch capacitive touch panel,
the other is without. Both have 4mm thin 12.5" size full HD

(1920x1080) resolution LCD panel. The touch panel is optically bonded to the cover lens in the first version, in order to
reduce internal reflections and minimize the requested brightness of the backlight  as well as the power consumption to
meet A++ requirements  and still being able to provide crystal clear picture. Faytech's LAPSCREEN® is a plug'n'play device and can be used for different operating systems. Some
say this is "3rd evolution of mobile computing  the paper of
the future".

ZoltӚn Kiss
Sales manager - Eastern Europe
e-mail: z.kiss@endrich.com
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Design separately, integrate seamlessly
Dual-core Digital Signal Controllers speed development for design engineering teams
Tom Spohrer
Todays engineers are often challenged to develop increasingly sophisticated
designs while completing them within shorter schedules. The requirements for
products that include additional functional safety features or complex communications capabilities adds to the design complexity and challenges.Sometimes
compounding these challenges is the geographically-dispersed nature of the
engineers available to work on a particular product. For example, a contemporary automotive DC to DC converter design project team might be comprised of
power supply firmware developersfrom one site or country and communication
stack firmware developers from another site or country. Integrating the code
developed atmultiplelocations onto the same microcontroller can increasethe
schedule risk due to the complex interaction between the separately designed
firmware.

dsPIC33CH128MP508 Block Diagram

High-Performance
Introducing the Dual-core DSC family
System developers designing high-end embedded control applications with multiple software teams can now benefit from a new family of dual-core Digital Signal
Controllers (DSCs) in a single chip, enabling easier software integration. Microchip
Technologys dsPIC33CH has one core designed to function as a master, while
the other functions as a slave. In this master-slave architecture, the slave core can
be used for executing dedicated, time-critical control code, while the master core is
busy running system-level functions, including user interface (UI), monitoring and
communications, customised for the end application.
The dsPIC33CH is designed to facilitate independent code development for
each core by separate design teams - but later enables seamless integration
when they are brought together in one chip. Its dual independent cores simplify
firmware development, enabling a multi-team software development approach,
with two workflows running in parallel. Time-critical control loops can be separated from housekeeping functions such as UI, monitoring and diagnostics, and
communication. This speeds the development process, allows each cores code
to be individually and more effectively optimised, with minimal code interaction
between the two cores, easing the debug process.

Ideal Applications
The dsPIC33CH family is optimised for high-performance digital power, motor
control and embedded applications requiring sophisticated algorithms. Typical
power applications for this dual-core controller include wireless charging, server
power supplies, DC to DC converters, chargers and inverters. The family will
also be popular for motor control inpumps, fans, drones, robotics, power tools
and consumer appliances. As a high-performance DSC, these devices excel
when used in automotive electronic sensors, industrial automation and control
and medical diagnostic equipment. Benefiting from two microcontroller cores on
the same die, this family can provide the performance required for gateways
and central processors for IoT applications.
For example, in a digital power supply, the slave core manages the mathintensive algorithms, closing the control loop in firmware by running latencycritical compensator algorithms, while the master core independently manages
the PMBus protocol stack and provides system monitoring functions, increasing
overall system performance and responsiveness.
In an automotive fan, pump or other motor control application, the slave core
can be dedicated to executing time-critical speed and torque control, while the
master core runs functional safety routines and manages the Controller Area
Network Flexible Data rate (CAN-FD) stack for robust communications, as well
as other system-level functions, including monitoring and diagnostics.
And in other high-performance embedded applications, such as electronic sensors used in automotive or IoT systems, the slave core accelerates math-intensive functions, such as DSP filtering of sensor inputs, while the master core
facilitates reliability and fault-tolerance for safety-critical applications.
4
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The master core has 64 to 128 Kilobytes of program flash, with ECC and 16KB
RAM, while the slave has 24KB of program RAM, with ECC and 4KB data RAM.
Core frequency for the master is 90 MIPS at 180MHz, while the slave delivers 100
MIPS at 200MHz. Additionally, both processor sub-systems have their own interrupt controllers, clock generators, port logic, I/O MUXes and PPS. The device is
effectively the equivalent of having two complete dsPIC DSCs on a single die.
The two cores work seamlessly together, enabling advanced algorithms to
improve efficiency and responsiveness. In addition, each of the new cores in
dsPIC33CH devices has been designed to deliver more performance than current dsPIC DSC cores, through more context-selected registers to improve interrupt responsiveness, new instructions to accelerate DSP (digital signal processor) performance and faster instruction execution. In a performance-critical
calculation used in many power supplies, the new controller achieves core performance almost twice as fast as the previous generation - with latency of 280ns,
compared to 543ns.
Another key benefit of distributing processing workload across two DSC cores
in a single device is the ability to achieve higher power density through higher
switching frequencies (more than 2MHz compared to around 1MHz for a singlecore controller), which can result in smaller components.
Live system updates enable firmware to be upgraded with zero downtime,
which is especially important in high-availability systems, such as server power
supplies. Additionally, the dsPIC33CH architecture allows the two cores to be
programmed to monitor each other for functional safety reasons, facilitating robust system design.
To reduce system costs and board size, typical advanced peripherals available to each core include high-speed Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs), Digital to Analog Converters(DACs) with waveform generation, analogue comparators, analogue programmable gain amplifiers and high-resolution Pulse Width
Modulation(PWM) with 250 ps resolution. With up to 12 PWM channels, the
controller is well suited for uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), DC/DC converters and AC/DC power supplies.
The devices in the dsPIC33CH family are the first Microchip dual core, 16-bit
digital signal controllers, and they deliver unprecedented integration in packages as small as 5 x 5 mm. These are the first dsPIC33s capable of managing
CAN-FD for robust communication, with increased bandwidth. It is available in
eight package variants and is supported by Microchips MPLAB® development
ecosystem, including Microchips free, downloadable and award-winning MPLAB
X Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and MPLAB Code Configurator.

Conclusion
Microchips dsPIC33CH is optimised for high-performance and time-critical,
real-world embedded control applications. The dsPIC33CH family enables separate code design and seamless integration, while also reducing system cost
and size.
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SEE NEWS
MD Elektronik expands its
production in Bulgaria

We are planning interesting
new implementations in a
broad range of industries
Radoslav Koshkov, Regional Manager of Schneider Electric,
for South-East European Industrial Market magazine

Photo: MD Elektronik

MD Elektronik announced its plans to establish
a new location in Vratsa, Bulgaria. The automotive
supplier intends to build a production plant near
Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria, where data cables
and electronic components for numerous car manufacturers and system suppliers will be manufactured.
„The location in Bulgaria and the associated increase in flexibility play an important strategic role
in our global production network, in particular, for
our customers in Europe“, said Ralf Eckert, member of the Management Board.
„The location in Bulgaria has been primarily selected for the good educational level, its central
location, well-established infrastructure and logistical framework conditions. The plant is located in
the industrial area of the city of Vratsa. The establishment will already be starting in the course of
2019, on a production and logistics area of 10 000
square meters. Production is expected to start in
2020, and will create approximately 300 new jobs
in the medium term“, the company announced on
its website.

Daimler opened a new gearbox
production line in Romania

Photo: InvestRomania

The global automotive corporation Daimler started operating a new production line in the Romanian city of Sebes. The line is located at its local
subsidiary Star Assembly which now produces 8G
Double Clutch gearboxes for Mercedes-Benz cars.
The investment in the manufacturing expansion
worth EUR 250 million is planned to create a total
of 500 new job positions in the facility.
„Considering that Daimler, one of the world’s
leading automotive company and the second largest contributor to Romania’s state budget, has decided to implement another major investment in
Sebes, with a significant social impact on the local community, represents a positive signal for
the international business environment, a proof
that Romania is the best place to implement viable projects and a reliable partner for developing
successful business. Romania is a country of quality“, Paula Pirvanescu, Secretary of State, commented.
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Mr. Koshkov, you have been holding the
position Regional Manager of Schneider
Electric for Bulgaria, Albania, Macedonia
and Kosovo since the beginning of February 2019. Would you please share in
brief with our readers your professional
experience so far?
Schneider Electric is a very important company for
me because almost my whole career path is related
to it. From todays perspective, I appreciate more and
more the fact that I have been a part from every hierarchical level in its trading divisions structure because first-person knowledge and experience are indispensable.
I have always enjoyed the trading business because it gives you a whole new perspective of the
market and keeps you active. During my career in
the company I have worked as a sales engineer, a
team manager, a vice president of business development. Managing variously sized teams was another essential part of my professional experience in
Schneider Electric. My work has also included numerous activities in the fields of project implementation and retail sales.
For the first time Schneider Electric’s
regional policy will be conducted by a
Bulgarian. What responsibilities and opportunities come with this?
I believe this is a proof of the trust that has been
gained. The maturity of the business environment in
Bulgaria is specific  we observe more and more companies led by local managers. This enables us to develop a comprehensive business management culture
that can be taught to younger generations of professionals. Of course, it also comes with different challenges, it requires delivering results. Personally, however, I am optimistic. In my point of wiew the number
of companies in our country, including Schneider Electric, that have reached such high level of corporate
culture is growing. This allows the working teams to
acknowledge their own strengths and responsibilities
and face every challenge with confidence.
What are the first steps you have taken
since you’ve been holding the new job
position? What are your expectations for
the market and business development of
the company in the region?
I have worked for the company for 18 years and I
have a good knowledge of the corporation and the
local organization. In this regard, I am also familiar
with the fields which need focus and improvement.
Fortunately, they match our regional and global priorities, among which are trade efficiency, better internal cooperation and employee engagement. Another key priority is the constant improvement of our

EcoStruxure platform, which offers solutions for optimal energy cost management and optimization of
our clients production processes.
My expectations in terms of development rely on
the hope of stability in the region, at European and
global level, because only such stability would allow
a sustainable business evolvement. If there are no
market turmoils, we anticipate our business in Bulgaria to keep slowly but steadily growing, as it has in
the recent years. For Albania, Macedonia and Kosovo we await even greater growth, both in local economies in general and in all the sectors where
Schneider Electric is presented.
What technological novelties has the
company prepared for its customers and
partners in 2019? Which of them will be
in focus in Bulgaria?
Currently our main focus is the EcoStruxure platform. It covers virtually our whole portfolio  from connected products that represent the first platform layer, through a second layer of data, analytics and software to clustering cloud information for gaining recommendations for preventive actions and optimization, which constitute the third layer.
We are planning interesting new implementations
of second- and third-level technologies in a broad
range of client industries. Every new project adds
value to the platform through supplementing data
and experience, which allows the platforms constant
improvement.
This will be the emphasis in every country where
our company operates, including Bulgaria and the
region.
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SEE NEWS
Sogefi Group plans to invest in a
new Balkan manufacturing
facility

Taiwanese machine tools
are highly prized
on the European market
Jui-Hsiung Yan, Chairman of the Taiwan Machine Tool &
Accessory Builders’ Association (TMBA), for South-East
European Industrial Market magazine

Photo: Sogefi Group

Sogefi Group is building a second manufacturing plant in Romania, the country’s Investment
Agency announced. The Greenfield project worth
EUR 50 million is planned to be implemented in the
next 8 years. The facility will manufacture suspension components.
„After a series of visits and negotiations, we are
now seeing the outcome of the assessment trips
that Sogefi made in Romania, over the past year.
The investment will amount EUR 50 million, will
create 250 new jobs and will trigger enhanced competition and further development of the local economy“, the State Secretary Paula Pirvanescu said.
„We selected Romania given the availability of a
well-qualified talent pool, a competitive local business environment and the country’s strategic position enabling an easy access to our western customers. The support of the current government and
InvestRomania was an important trigger in making
our decision in favor of Romania“, Pasquale Colicchia, representative of Sogefi, disclosed.

South Korean company Yura
plans a manufacturing facility in
Albania

Photo: Invest in Albania

The South Korean Yura Corporation is going to
build a modern manufacturing plant in the Albanian
city of Fier, the country’s Investment Agency announced. The initial investment in the facility
amounts to EUR 6,5 mln. With this step the company is finally entering the Albanian market after planning it for years. Yura intends to develop an area
with a total surface of 4,9 hectares known as the
pipe basis in Zhupan, Fier, which was designated in
2018 as a priority zone for the automobile manufacturing industry.
Yura Corporation manufactures and supplies
electric, electronic and ignition components for automobile manufacturers in South Korea and internationally. The company’s portfolio also includes wiring
harnesses, high voltage connectors, safety plugs,
spark plugs, stick coils, fast and slow charging interfaces, and high voltage shield assemblies; applicators and circuit testers; and applicators and circuit
testers. The company is expected to begin operations till the end of the year hiring over 600 people.
The second stage of the project plans an investment
of EUR 13 million and is projected to create a total of
1100 jobs. The company has intentions to open two
other manufacturing plants in Albania.
8
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Present the Association activities in
Europe and particularly in South-Eastern Europe, including Bulgaria.
TMBA assists member companies to attend professional machine tool exhibitions which are wellknown worldwide every year, such as EMO, AMB,
IMTS, JIMTOF, etc., to promote Taiwans machine tool and accessory building to an international audience. TMBA also strives for exhibition
subsidy from the government to raise the willingness of Taiwanese enterprises to join overseas
exhibitions.
If a Bulgarian or a South-East European
company would need assistance to establish or support a partnership with
Taiwanese manufacturers how would
your Association help?
TMBA provides all the necessary services including industry statistics and market research,
governmental assignments, facilitating the development of the Taiwans machine tool industry, assisting members in developing overseas markets,
and organizing the Taiwan International Machine
Tool Show (TMTS). TMBA would help by delivering Bulgarian business information to its member
companies, as well as news updates. If Bulgarian
companies are interested in cooperation between
Taiwan and Bulgaria, TMBA would also convey
that information to its members. In order to increase business opportunities, TMBA could hold
a purchasing conference for South-Eastern companies to find potential business partnerships in
Taiwan.
How do you estimate the Taiwanese
Machine Tools business in Bulgaria?
According to a survey made by CELIMO about
the cost-performance rating of the machine tool
industry in Europe, the top three countries are
Germany, Japan and Taiwan. This indicates that
Taiwanese machine tools are highly prized by the
European market. Bulgaria is ranked 12th in Taiwans machine tool exports to Europe, referring to
the export statistics of the Taiwan Customs, and
the export value to Bulgaria in 2018 was up to
USD 13 million. The most sold machine types included lathes and machining centers.
Up to 90% of Taiwans machine tool manufacturers are located in Taichung, in central Taiwan. The
advantage of flexible manufacturing systems with a
complete supply chain makes Taiwans machine
tool industry famous all over the world. The Taiwan
International Machine Tool Show (TMTS), held bi-

annually at Taichung, becomes one of the most important metalworking exhibitions in Asia. It has an
innovative Exhibition integrated with the manufacturing supply chain concept. We welcome visitors
and exhibitors from Bulgaria to join TMTS, and further experience industrial vitality of Taiwans machine tool industry.
What are the perspectives for a future
business development?
Europe has always been an important trading
partner for Taiwans machine tool industry. Meanwhile, Taiwan keeps close ties with South-Eastern
Europe, where we manufacture automotive accessories and parts, as well as bicycle related products. Those are also among the main ranges of
application for Taiwans machine tool and machinery equipment.
In recent years, the trend of intelligent manufacturing has been prevailing in the global manufacturing industry. Taiwans machine tool industry
takes the lead to develop an intelligent manufacturing ecosystem to rapidly respond to the demand of
end users and the market. Thus the country is also
further enhancing productivity and resource efficiency for the application industry. We believe that
Taiwanese machine tools can drive the development of intelligent manufacturing in Bulgaria.

We expect expanding cooperation between
the two countries
Patty Lin, Director of the Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA) in Bulgaria,
for South-East European Industrial Market magazine
Present the Association activities in Europe and particularly in South-Eastern
Europe, including Bulgaria.
The Taiwan External Trade Development Council
(TAITRA) is a non-profit trade promoting organization
in Taiwan. It was founded in 1970 and is sponsored
by the government and industry organizations. Headquartered in Taipei, TAITRA has a team of 1300 specialists and operates 5 local offices in Taoyuan, Hsinchu, Taichung, Tainan and Kaohsiung as well as 63
branches worldwide. Together with the Taipei World
Trade Center (TWTC) and the Taiwan Trade Center
(TTC), TAITRA has formed a global network dedicated to promoting world trade.
TAITRA assists Taiwans businesses and manufacturers to reinforce their international competitiveness
and to cope with the challenges they face in foreign
markets. Its major functions include: Market Research
& Information Service, Market Development, Exhibition & Convention Service, Trade Education and Web
Service.
TAITRA has 15 branch offices in 13 European countries. For Southeastern Europe, TAITRA has offices in
Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, Italy, Hungary and Ukraine.
Every year TAITRA invites thousands of companies
from South-Eastern Europe to visit exhibitions in Taiwan. Also, TAITRA brings hundreds of Taiwanese companies to South-Eastern Europe to meet local business
partners.
If a Bulgarian or a South-East European
company would need assistance to establish or support a partnership with Taiwanese manufacturers how would your Association help?
We strongly recommend Bulgarian and South-East
European companies to visit the TIMTOS Show in Taiwan. The Taipei International Machine Tool Show,
known as TIMTOS, was held from March 4th to March
9th this year. TIMTOS is jointly organized by the Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA)
and the Taiwan Association of Machinery Industry

(TAMI). As one of the worlds largest machine tool
trade shows, TIMTOS covered four exhibition halls Hall 1 and Hall 3 in the TWTC, and Hall 1 and Hall 2 in
the Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center.
The Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center Hall 2 officially opened in March 2019 to accommodate more exhibitors. With this new venue, TIMTOS welcomed a
total of 1230 exhibitors from 26 countries in 7000
booths, creating a new record and becoming the
worlds third largest machine tool trade show in 2019.
TIMTOS has always been an important platform for
domestic and international companies to showcase their
latest products. It also serves as a springboard to expand their business to the Asian and global markets.
Renowned global corporations such as DMG MORI,
MAZAK, FANUC, Mitsubishi, Heidenhain, Siemens,
Bosch, Schunk, Universal Robots and Haas Automation therefore choose to exhibit at TIMTOS. Moreover,
the U.S., Denmark and Turkey participated with national pavilions for the first time, alongside Germany, Switzerland and China that have joined with national pavilions for many editions.
TIMTOS visitors can find products from every facet
of the machine tool supply chain, as well as smart
technologies and manufacturing solutions. Taiwan has
a unique machine tool cluster that comprises more
than 16 500 machinery producers and component
suppliers that form an integrated supply chain. This
supply chain serves as a foundation for companies to
efficiently produce high quality and precision machines
to fulfil the demands of the aerospace, automobile,
medical, high-tech products and consumer electronics industries. Taiwanese machine tool producers are
also able to develop smart machines and production
lines to adapt to global trends.
In response to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, TIMTOS 2019 highlighted the themes Industry 4.0 &
Smart Manufacturing and AI Technology. The platform showcased digitalized solutions that integrate
machine tools, industrial robots, sensors, IoT, big data
analysis, machine learning and AI technology to help
manufacturers achieve human-machine collaboration

and make automated production lines more efficient
and resilient.
How do you estimate the Taiwanese Machine Tools business in Bulgaria?
Taiwans machine tool industry has an impressive
60-year track record. It has enjoyed the advantages of
industrial clustering, access to high-quality talent, excellent location in the Asia-Pacific region, as well as a
comprehensive list of IT services that can provide rapid support. Taiwans machine tool products represent
excellent value and are highly regarded by customers
across a wide range of industries around the world.
The output value of Taiwans machine tool industry
reached USD 4,29 billion, ranked the 7th in the world,
and annual export value reached USD 3,35 billion,
ranked the 4th largest exporter in the world.
Taiwanese machine tool companies are in a very
good partnership with Bulgarian companies. Taiwan
was Bulgarias second largest import partner in the
machine tool business in 2016. We are looking forward to seeing the cooperation between Taiwan and
Bulgaria to further expand.
What are the perspectives for a future
business development?
In the era of Industry 4.0, advanced doesnt just
mean advanced technology, but also implies a focus
on providing customer solutions that maximize productivity. Taiwans machine tool manufacturers are adept
at machine modification and adoption of new technologies and concepts, with an end goal of enhancing
customer productivity.
Moreover, Taiwans machine tool builders are taping
into broader industrial manufacturing sectors with their
production. Apart from the astonishing achievements
that they have shown in the global automobile manufacturing industry in the last decades, most machine tool
builders in Taiwan are keen to be engaged in more fastevolving emerging sectors such as aerospace, medical, (clean) energy industries and the lightweight future
of cars.
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SEE NEWS
German company Boysen to
build a 65 million euro plant in
Subotica

We are a bridge between
South-East European
companies and our members
C.C. Wang, President of the Taiwan Association of
Machinery Industry (TAMI), for South-East European
Industrial Market magazine

Photo: Boysen

The German producer of exhaust systems for
the car industry Boysen plans to invest EUR 65
million in a production plant in Subotica, North Serbia. The facility will be located in the Mali Bajmok
Industrial Zone and will cover an area of 35 000 m2.
The investment is projected to create over 500 new
jobs over the next five years.
„To that end, a study was prepared on the justifiability of alienating the land without a fee, which
shows that the income for the City of Subotica, as
the owner of the parcel, over the next five years
will exceed its estimated value“, the company announced.
„The final word on the study will be given by the
City Assembly of Subotica and the Government of
the Republic of Serbia, and if they approve the
study, the investor will get the land and be able to
start realizing the investment in the environment in
which a range of German companies are already
operating, namely, Siemens, Continental, Norma
Group and Dunkermotoren“, Serbian Investment
agency said.

PepsiCo launched its sixth
production site in Turkey

Present the Association activities in Europe and particularly in South-Eastern
Europe, including Bulgaria. How do you
estimate the Taiwanese Machine Tools
business in Bulgaria?
TAMI was founded in November 1945. Throughout
the past 70 years, TAMI has played a key role in the
Taiwans machinery industries, where the machine
tools sector is among the leading areas of development. Among the 2800 members which TAMI has
nowadays, there are more than 1000 companies in
the machine tools and the related components sectors.
Being oldest historically, TAMI is also the leading
machinery and machine tools manufacturers association in Taiwan today. It treasures all the opportunities in offering with enthusiasm the best support to its
members.
Bulgaria is a new market for Taiwanese machine
tool builders. Since 2013 TAMI has been participating
in the Mach-Tool Exhibition in Poland with its members every year. The event is an excellent platform to
extend our presence on the South-East European
market.
If a Bulgarian or a South-East European
company would need assistance to establish or support a partnership with Taiwanese manufacturers how would your
Association help?
TAMI is willing to serve as a bridge connecting
South-East European companies and its members.

Photo: PepsiCo

The US food and beverage manufacturing company PepsiCo officially inaugurated its sixth production facility in Turkey in January. The plant is
located in the Manisa province. The project worth
an investment of USD 150 million was given a start
in 2014.
„As we have always expressed, no one who
believes, trusts and invests in Turkey, regrets it. We
want all other international corporations to enjoy
the opportunities offered by Turkey, just like PepsiCo“, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said
at the official launching ceremony.
Along with its new plant in Manisa, PepsiCo
operates three beverage factories in Izmir, Corlu
and Adana, and two food factories in Kocaeli and
Mersin. „PepsiCo has also become the first food
plant in Turkey to obtain a Biomethanization Environmental License for its production facility in Kocaeli and is now licensed to generate energy by
purchasing organic waste“, Turkish Investment
Agency adds.
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The worlds second largest machine tool trade show
TIMTOS, organized by TAITRA & TAMI, is an example of that. This years edition was held from March 49. Its an important platform for companies to expand
their business. Most of the major machine tool companies from home and abroad participated in the
show. We sincerely invite Bulgarian buyers to keep
visiting its future editions.
What are the perspectives for a future
business development?
Since the launch of Industry 4.0, many machinery
manufacturers have transformed their sale models.
They are now not only producing machines but also
selling software and new services. This new emerging business model has elevated Taiwans machinery
builders to become production service providers because of their vital role in smart manufacturing as the
System Integrator (SI).
We are now not only equipment suppliers, but also
systems integrators. We transform from single machine manufacturers to multi-machine manufacturingprocess integrators.
The 2018 Taiwan Survey of machine tools predicted that production value will grow up with business
conditions on the export and the domestic market. The
production value in year-to-Dec. 2018 was USD 4700
million. This was an increase of 9,5% in comparison
to the same period in 2017.
Due to the uncertain international situation investments were down in late 2018. However, we remain
conservative but optimistic for 2019.

Taiwanese products are distinguished by high quality and reliability
Ruslan Volkovitzkiy, Manager of Mechatronics, for South-East European Industrial Market magazine
Which Taiwanese manufacturers are part of
your company’s partner network, how long
have you been cooperating and which of
their products do you offer on the Bulgarian
market?
Our team has been offering Delta Electronics products
on the Bulgarian market for 12 years. The portfolio we
supply includes: programmable logic controllers, operator panels, frequency inverters, servo drives and motors,
thermo regulators, pulse power supplies, machine vision
solutions, industrial Ethernet products and sensors.
Since the beginning of 2019 we also offer robots SCARA and anthropomorphic.
The second Taiwanese company, Li Ming, is one of
the leading Asian manufacturers of precise gearboxes:
planetary, cycloidal, wave, etc. The latter is the manufacturer of push buttons Moujen. The quality of Moujens
products rivals the most renowned brands on the market, but their price is better. Many customers are already
familiar with their values.

What are the advantages of the products
and technologies made in Taiwan and how
are they positioned in the competitive Bulgarian market?
The products manufactured by the Taiwanese companies we represent are characterized by high quality and
low prices in comparison to similar product offers on the
market.
The interest of our customers has been constantly
growing through the years. Our sales of such products in
Bulgaria increase notably every year. Accordingly, the
growth of machine building in Bulgaria is increasingly
demanding such solutions. Traditionally, Taiwanese production is distinguished by its high quality and high reliability.
What are your impressions of the collaboration with your Taiwanese partners?
We are very grateful to our partners from Taiwan as
they are very responsive and prompt when we need their

help. At the same time, they encourage us to keep our
standards high, because they continuously develop and
market new products. This motivates us to maintain our
qualification to keep up with the innovations and trends.

Sodibul offers high-tech machine tools with Japanese quality
by PINNACLE – Taiwan
Rumen Tsintsarov, Manager of Sodibul, for South-East European
Industrial Market magazine
Which Taiwanese manufacturers are part of
your company’s partner network, how long
have you been cooperating and which of
their products do you offer on the Bulgarian
market?
Sodibul is a limited liability company with headquarters in Plovdiv, Bulgaria. The company was established
in 2009. Our main business activity aimed at market development is the presentation of prominent machinery
manufacturers in the field of machine building and metalworking.
For years we have been successfully working with
leading Asian machine tool makers such as SODICK 
Japan, PINNACLE  Taiwan, and the European headquarters of the Chinese manufacturing company Chen
Hsong, located in the Netherlands.

What are the advantages of the products
and technologies made in Taiwan and how
are they positioned in the competitive Bulgarian market?
Sodibul offers the Taiwanese machine tool brand
PINNACLE on the Bulgarian market. The Asian company was established in 1976 and has long-standing traditions and experience in the manufacturing of metalworking machines. PINNACLE provides 3- and 5-axis vertical and horizontal centers for milling and turning. The
machines of this brand are in the high class category.
They are used in the production of tooling and accessories, as well as in the medium- and large-scale production. The advantage of selecting PINNACLE machines
is that the customer gets Japanese quality but at a much
better price than the Japanese models.

What are your impressions of the collaboration with your Taiwanese partners?
Our partnership with PINNACLE has been extremely
successful, both because of the high quality of the machines and the high level of collegiality and affiliation. Sodibul has the ambition to sell twice as many machines as
any previous year. This is why the partnership with the
best and leading manufacturers is vital to our success.

Our new partner Advantech features an extremely rich portfolio
Dipl. Eng. Petar Tsenov, Head of Office Sofia in Weid-Bul, for South-East
European Industrial Market magazine
Which Taiwanese manufacturers are part of
your company’s partner network, how long
have you been cooperating and which of
their products do you offer on the Bulgarian
market?
Since the beginning of 2019 Weid-Bul has been the
first authorized partner of Advantech for Bulgaria. Founded in 1983, Advantech is a leader in delivering innovative embedded and automated products and solutions.
Advantech is the largest manufacturer of industrial computers in the world with more than 29% market share.
More than 5 years ago we started working with Delta
Electronics and more precisely with their PSBG division
- Power Systems Business Group, responsible for the
design and production of industrial power supplies.
What are the advantages of the products
and technologies made in Taiwan and how

are they positioned in the competitive Bulgarian market?
Advantech features an extremely rich portfolio including: industrial computers, industrial monitors and panels, I/O modules, communication interface converters,
data collection and visualization systems, monitoring
and control systems, industrial Ethernet devices, machine vision solutions, etc. We want to focus the attention of your readers on the smallest industrial computer
in the world  Advantechs UNO-2271G. It can be used
in a number of automation systems and intelligent manufacturing applications, most commonly for data collection and analysis, process visualization, connection of
equipment to local and cloud networks, etc.
What are your impressions of the collaboration with your Taiwanese partners?
The market share of Taiwanese companies worldwide

is growing in both household and industry applications.
One of the main advantages of most Taiwanese brands
is the balance between quality and affordability. We are
honored to be working with some of the best Taiwanese
manufacturers in the industry and presenting them on
the local market.
south-east european
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TMTS is growing in popularity,
Taiwanese machine builders are on the rise
Last years edition of the Taiwan Machine Tools
Show (TMTS)  one of the two major machine
tool exhibitions in Taiwan, took place in the beginning of November (711). The city of Taichung, referred to as the heart of the Taiwanese machine tool industry, once again became
the center of attraction for the machine tools and
accessories business in this part of Asia. The exhibition, started in 2010 and organized by the
Taiwan Machine Tool Builders Association
(TMBA), is held biannually. Its popularity, both
among exhibitors and visitors, is growing with
every edition.
In his official speech at the opening ceremony
of the exhibition Jui-Hsiung Yan, Chairman of the
Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory Builders Association (TMBA), announced that the overall
exhibition scale of the TMTS 2018 and the number of exhibitors have reached record high and
an increase is 8% compared to the previous editions.
The event in numbers: 720 exhibitors, 4300
booths in the area of 91 000 square meters, 4
exhibition halls and 85 000 visitors.
The exhibition was formally inaugurated by
country officials, among which the Premier of
Taiwan Lai Ching-te, the Mayor of Taichung Lin
Chia-lung, the Minister of Science and Technology of Taiwan Chen Liang-gee, the Chairman of
the Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory Builders
Association (TMBA) Jui-Hsiung Yan, many business and diplomacy representatives, etc.
The organizers held a press conference for the
numerous specialized international press, at
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which the Chairman Jui-Hsiung Yan and the Secretary General of TMBA Carl Huang answered
the questions of journalists from different parts of
the world - China, Thailand, Singapore, Japan,
USA, Russia, Germany, India, the Czech Republic, Belgium, Italy, etc. Bulgaria was traditionally
represented by a journalist of TLL Media Publishing House.
The interest of foreign exhibitors to the show
is constantly growing, organizers proudly stated. Last years edition of TMTS attracted as exhibitors leading companies from Europe, Japan

and the USA, including FANUC, DMG-MORI,
Mazak, Hexagon Metrology and many others.
The largest and most prominent Taiwanese
machine tools and accessories manufacturers,
including TONGTAI, HIWIN, GOODWAY, FAIR
FRIEND GROUP, VICTOR, DELTA, AWEA,
YCM, FALCON, CHMER, HABOR, were traditionally among the exhibitors.
The platform showcased truly remarkable machines and impressive technologies presented
on thoroughly designed booths. The noisy machine exposition was carefully balanced by impressive orchid compositions according to local

traditions, found almost in every pavilion. Among
the companies, whose exhibition presence was
most interesting, were also YEONG CHIN, FAR
EAST è LNC.

From precision
to smart machinery
Taiwanese machine tools and accessories
builders have long been famous with their reliable products at affordable prices. However, this
is far from enough for the highly ambitious manufacturers from the island. They show a distinct
will to expand their positions in the field of highend technologies for the machine tool sector.
There is a look to the future; the cooperation between the business and students, young professionals and research centers was clearly demonstrated at the exhibition.
Last years theme was Manufacture Linking,
Activate the Future. The most advanced
trends in metalworking and metal cutting machines were being discussed literally at every
booth.
Taiwanese exhibitors were showcasing their
achievements in global intelligent connectivity of
the manufactured machine tools as well as complete solutions for smart production planning.
TMTS 2018 was another proof that manufacturers are constantly and notably striving for more
and more markets, niches and territories, creating trade links and structures all over the world.
The main manufacturing sectors currently targeted by the Taiwanese companies are: automotive, aerospace, railroad, high-tech products,
dies and molds, as well as all kinds of machine
parts manufacturing.
In response to the trend of Industry 4.0, the
government has actively led Taiwan to upgrade
from precision machinery to smart machinery. This has created more job opportunities
and helped expand the output of the whole
plant, and driving central Taiwan to become the
capital of smart machinery. Through the integration of machine tool manufacturers and technical service businesses, new solutions are developed to provide innovative, customized, intelligent and brand-name products and services, Chairman Jui-Hsiung Yan said at the exhibition opening.
Today, most leading companies of Taiwans
machine tool industry have spurred into smart
machinery with more smart components, single-machine intelligence, compounding, intelligence of the entire line and intelligence of the
whole plant. In addition, customized software
and human-machine interface are bringing
more differentiation and creating more production value to machines. As the industry, the government, the academic and research institutes
work together, machine tool and component
manufacturers can join forces to become the
best partners for global manufacturing in the
domain of smart manufacturing, he added in
conclusion.

FFG- FAIR FRIEND GROUP is a leading technology group uniting 37 brands and 50 production facilities worldwide.
In the picture - one of the leading centers of the
LEADWELL company.

YCM or YEONG CHIN MACHINERY presented its latest machine tools and solutions
for the metalworking sector and put a special
emphasis on their smart functionalities, among
the highlights was the companys newest IoT
solution called i-Direct.

TONGTAI - a part of the leading TTGroup,
showcased 4 of its best-selling machine tool
models.
In the picture - the vertical machining center
VP-8.

The main attraction in the exposition of the
leading manufacturer DELTA ELECTRONICS
was the demonstration of a working solution,
integrating two CNC lathes, a vertical machining center and a pick-and-place robot.

A highlight in VICTOR TAICHUNGs presentation were the companys machines working in a
system, tended by service robots.
In the picture - Vc-P76 with a 10 kg pick-andplace cobot.

LNC focused visitors attention at its SMB
(smart machine box), equipped with intelligent
sensors and a cloud platform connection in order to demonstrate its capabilities to provide a
complete solution for intelligent manufacturing.

Exhibitor highlights
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Chemical and pharmaceutical industry
in Serbia
The chemical and pharmaceutical sectors are traditional industries with long-standing traditions in Serbia. Today the production volume of the chemical industry is on the rise, a current report by the Development Agency of Serbia (RAS) states.
By far, the petrochemical Industry is the strongest
performer in the group, followed by Pharmaceutical
and Rubber and tires Industry. Production volume of
pharmaceuticals increased by 17% in 2015 while rubber and plastics achieved growth of 6,1% and chemicals and chemical products 2,7%, compared to the
previous year. In 2015 the chemical, rubber products
and non-metallic minerals achieved USD 1,82 billion
of exports, which is 13,5% of Serbias total exports
value and 15,0% of exports of countries processing
industry, the Agencys statistics show.
The Serbian pharmaceutical market is one of larger
markets in Central and Eastern European region. The
market for pharmaceutical products in Serbia is constantly growing both in terms of value and volume of
products sold on domestic market. The estimates for
2015 indicated that the value of pharmaceutical market in Serbia surged by 2,54% compared to the previous year reaching close to EUR 900 million, with significant growth of products packed in boxes (7,13%),
the Serbian Investment and Export Promotion Agency (IEPA) announced.

History of the chemical industry
The introduction of the chemical industry in Serbia
started in the 18th and 19th century with the manufacture of gunpowder, candle wax, soap, paints, coatings
and pharmaceuticals. The period between the two
world wars was marked by serious surge in production capacities, especially in light chemicals, but that
period was also important for establishment of the
base chemical industry, with factories producing sul-

furic and hydrochloric acid, bile salts, iron sulfate and
copper sulfate in Subotica. Also, there were significant achievements in development of manufacturing
capacities for tar, asphalt, rubber, industrial gases and
other chemical products, RAS informs.
The most successful period for chemical industry,
as well as for the complete industry of Serbia, were
the 1970s. Concerning effects of erected manufacturing facilities, the most favorable times were the 1980s,
when chemical industry and rubber industry of Serbia
had 6 to 8 thousand of various products in their production programs and global production volume at the
level of 8-10 million tons per year. Record volume of
production in the chemical industry was achieved in
1989 and in the rubber industry  in the middle of the
1980s. In 1989 a record was reached in employment,
which equalled about 63 000 in chemical industry and
20 000 in rubber industry, and also in share of chemical industry and rubber industry in gross domestic
product of industry, which was 10,6%. Record export
level of chemical goods of around USD 600 million,
which was approximately 11% of the value of the total
export of Serbia, was reached in 1990, a special report by the Development Agency states.

Structure and capacities
The chemical Industry in Serbia today consists of
more than 1500 companies active, which in 2014 contributed to the GDP with 2,2% and employs over 32
000 people. Unlike the average of the Serbian economy, chemical industry was more resilient to the impact of global financial crisis and proved to be more
dynamic and healthier. There is significant growth recorded both in terms of production volume and exports, while the sector has suffered a drop in total employment by more than 3500 people, mostly due to
14
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reduction of jobs in socially owned big pharmaceutical
companies, the Agency further explains.
The structure of Chemical Industry in Serbia includes
several major subsectors:
- Base chemicals and chemical products (base
chemicals, fertilizers, plastic granulates, industrial gases, bases for colors and varnishes, basic non-organic
chemicals, synthetic rubber); Pesticides and agriculture chemicals; Paints, varnishes, dyes, printing colors and fillers; Detergents, soaps and cleaning products; Other chemical products (glues, ether oils);
- Rubber and plastic products (rubber tires, other
rubber products); plastic profiles; plastic packaging;
plastics products for construction purposes, etc.);
- Non-metal mineral products (glass products, fireproof products, ceramics, porcelain, grinding products
and agents);
- Pharmaceutical products.

Workforce
In 2015 the number of employed in the chemical and
pharmaceutical industry was over 32 000. The most
populated sector is by far Rubber tires for vehicles,
providing permanent employment for more than 5300
people and growing in numbers on annual basis.
Over the past decade, since the global financial crisis broke out, the number of employees in the sector
has been reduced significantly, leaving experienced
and skilled technicians and engineers looking for alternative opportunities, the local Investment Agency
points out.
It is estimated that more than 20 000 people in this
field had lost their jobs in this sector from 2008 up to
now. By far the biggest reduction in jobs was in the
pharmaceutical industry sector, where more than
2000 people have lost their jobs in the last years. Com-

bined with constant inflow of qualified pharmaceutical
engineers from Universities and Colleges, this creates
resourceful labour pool for new investors to come,
the Agency reports.
The average salaries in the pharmaceutical sector
are usually quite higher in comparison to those in the
processing industry in Serbia, mostly due to the higher educational and skill level needed for manufacturing processes, higher capital intensity of investments
in this field and overall growth rate in most of the sectors. The pharmaceutical industry though makes an
exception with average salaries which are almost double than in the processing industry, RAS further informs.

Petrochemical and rubber and tire industry
The petroleum refining and the petrochemical industry are a leading pillar of the global energy and industrial markets. In many countries these sectors function
as the economic backbone of national economies.
The entry of the petrochemical industry into Serbia
dates back in the 1970s. Between 1975 and 1985
several high-tonnage capacities for manufacturing of
basic petrochemicals and their derivatives were
brought on-stream, such as facilities in the company
Petrohemija from Pancevo (200 000 tpy of ethylene,
85 000 tpy of propylene, 45 000 tpy of C4-fraction,
100 000 tpy of VCM and other by-products), then in
the company FSK from Zrenjanin (45,000 tpy of 1,3butadiene, 35,000 tpy of MTBE and 22,000 of Raffinate-2) and finally in the company Methanol-Acetic
Acid Complex (MSK) from Kikinda (200 000 tpy of
methanol and 100,000 tpy of acetic acid), the Agency
reports.
Today, the base petrochemicals produced in Serbia
are internally converted into more profitable derivatives at low percentage (excl. ethylene and butadiene),
almost as it was in the late seventies of the previous
century. A smaller part of basic petrochemicals is sold
in the country (as low profitable semi-finished goods),
and the rest is exported.
The petrochemical industry of Serbia has been always significantly oriented towards export. With exception of Romania, all countries of Central and
South-Eastern Europe are dependent on imports of
crude oil and natural gas, according to the Develop-

ment Agency of Serbia. On the other side, this region
has a significant number of process plants to produce
basic petrochemicals  finished commodities that are
not profitable enough to withstand the high costs of
transport to distant destinations, limited regional demand and relatively small installed capacities, RAS
explains.
In the rubber and tire industry there are three important manufacturing sectors  pneumatics, rubber-technical goods and rubber footwear. This industrial
branch was developed from handicrafts, especially
manufacture of rubber based technical goods and rubber footwear that existed even before First World War.
Todays Serbian rubber industry shows a rather great
development potential. In 2004 it almost reached the
historical record level of foreign trade achievements
since the value of export overcame EUR 186,6 million, according to the officially reported data.

Pharmaceutical industry
The pharmaceutical sector in Serbia, as the one of
the most important industries, is closely connected to
the transforming of complete political and economic
environment. In a research dedicated to the current

state of the pharmaceutical industry in the country the
local Investment and Export Promotion Agency says
that changes in this area must follow changes in the
state policy toward healthcare in general.
Efficiency increase in the healthcare system of Serbia
depends on the ability of generic pharmaceutical companies to deliver high quality and cheap generic medications to the market. Pharmacy is the activity regulated in detail, with precisely specified rules for each stage
a drug or a medicament shall pass through before it can
be prescribed to patients. The Serbian Drug and Medicaments Agency is given the task of regulating the Serbian pharmaceutical market. Its competence is not limited only to issuance of the licenses and placing of drugs
on the list, but Agency also issues licenses for clinical
testing of drugs and medicaments; monitors undesired
reaction to drugs; approves advertising of drugs and
medicaments; exercises quality control of drugs and
medicaments and engages in other task and assignments specified by the law.

Drug production
The drug production in Serbia includes the complete
drug production process or certain parts of the pro-
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duction process, active substance production, raw
material procurement, drug quality control and market
release of drug batch, drug storage and distribution.
By definition, a production process is any procedure
applied in the drug production, form the receipt of raw
materials, production, packing in interior packaging,
up to the labelling and exterior packaging.
According to the local Investment and Export Promotion Agency, more than 30 pharmaceutical companies perform their business activities in Serbia. The
Serbian pharmaceutical market splits between domestic production and imports of pharmaceuticals
from foreign multinationals, as the country is home to
several, large generic drug makers such as stateowned Galenika, Strada subsidiary Hemofarm and
Actavis subsidiary Zdravlje. Most multinationals are
involved in the Serbian market through imports of their
product portfolios or through licensing and marketing
agreements with local players.
Novo Nordisk is one of the leading players on the
market, with other multinational companies in Serbia
including Roche, Merck, GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer,

Sanofi, Abbot, Janssen-Cilag and Astra Zeneca.
About 70 foreign companies have representative offices in the country, with the majority being members
of the Association of Foreign Pharmaceutical Manufacturers in Serbia, the Agency reports.
Out of all drugs sold in Serbia in 2015, 64% are
produced in the country, while 38% are imported from
other countries. Top 20 companies in pharmaceutical
sector are holding almost 55% of sales volume in Serbia. The biggest share by far is reserved for Hemofarm Vrsac with 14,53% of market in terms of value of
drugs sold and more than 30% share in number of
boxes. Other 3 big producers from Serbia (Pharmaswiss, Galenika and Actavis) are also positioned
within top 5 companies, totalling close to EUR 210
million in value of drugs sold in the country, a report
by the Investment and Export Promotion Agency
states.

Business overlook
Serbian pharmaceutical companies have strategically positioned themselves to take advantage of global
trends in the sector. Companies like Hemofarm and
Galenika, who have invested substantial capital into
development, are expanding the frontiers of medicine
in the region. Other companies, like Zdravlje Actavis
and the Icelandic owned Actavis company who is one
of the leading manufacturers of generics in Serbia,
provide access to low cost drugs to those who might
otherwise not be able to afford them.
Furthermore, Serbia has various business incentives, such as tax breaks, cost efficient labour and
skilled workforce, which help companies manage
costs. Investment in the burgeoning Serbian pharmaceutical sector is still in its infancy. The pharmaceutical giant GlaxoSmithKline made a substantial investment in the Serbian pharmaceutical company Hemofarm. Many investment opportunities exist for companies looking to grow their product portfolios, expand
into new markets or simply reduce manufacturing
costs, IEPA informs.

Drug market and manufacturing
The Serbian drug market is dominated by large drug
manufacturers like Hemofarm Concern, Galenika and
Zdravlje Actavis. After acquiring several pharmaceutical companies (Panfarma, Zorka Pharma and He16
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momont) Hemofarm Concern was positioned among
the market leaders on the Serbian market.
The Leskovac-based Zdravlje was acquired by Icelandis Actavis in 2002 and its market share has been
increasing ever since. Galenika used to be the leader
in the Serbian pharmaceutical industry but unresolved
ownership relations and a few years of stagnation resulted in the loss of its market position in the past decade. Overall, smaller players in the sector have made
their presence felt by targeting specific areas of pharmaceutical production.
Serbias pharmaceutical industry is characterized
by its efficient utilization of available resources and
high levels of production. It has achieved relative success but requires additional capital and investment to
compete globally presenting an excellent investment
opportunity for a joint business venture, IEPAs report says.
Since there is no production of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API) in the country, except for Galenika which produces certain pharmaceutical raw materials based on synthesis and biotechnology, these ingredients must be imported. Additional pharmaceutical ingredients such as vitamins, alcohol and corn
starch can be sourced locally, but the rest must be
also imported. In addition to customs duties levied on
import of such items at the rate of 1%, they are subject to an 18% VAT. Packaging materials such as
cardboard, foil for blisters, plastic and rubber packaging materials can be obtained from local suppliers.
Glass packaging, bottles and ampoules, which meet
EU standards, need to be imported, the Investment
and Export Promotion Agency further informs.
In the current issue of the South-East European
Industrial Market magazine we will briefly present
several of the leading chemical and pharmaceutical companies in Serbia, listed in alphabetical order.

Eucom
Based in Belgrade, the chemical manufacturer Eucom has almost two decades of experience on the
Serbian market. The company continuously developed services of export, import, re-export, wholesaling and production of polyethylene packaging,
polypropylene and PVC products  PVC foils, PP
tapes, PP binders. It is also specialized retail and
wholesale of chemical products.
Eucoms portfolio of also includes: base chemicals
(caustic soda, soda ash  light and dense, sodium bicarbonate, phosphoric acid, sulfur powder, corn
starch, methanol, potassium hydroxide, sulfuric acid,
borresperse NA220  sodium lignosulfonate, guar
gum, ammonium nitrate, copper sulfate, etc. The company offers general chemicals as well: raw materials,
PET granulate, PVC powder, DOP (dioctyl phthalate),
hlorparafin, sodium nitrate technical, zinc sulfate chlorine-paraffin, sodium-nitrate technical grade, zinc sulfate heptahydrate, boric acid, borax decahydrate,
chromic acid, sodium dichromat, HMTA (hexamethylenetetramine), petrochemicals, etc.

Galenika
Galenika has been producing drugs, other pharmaceutical products and raw materials for 60 years. Established in 1945, it became the fourth company in the
world to produce penicillin. Currently, Galenika has a
30% share of the domestic pharmaceutical market
and a well-trained marketing department. The company also has the necessary expertise, R&D and technologies to take advantage of both domestic and for-

eign markets. This includes licensing agreements and
technology transfer based on long-term cooperation
with international companies.
In terms of exports, the most interesting export markets for the company are the former USSR, Baltic
States and ex-Yugoslav republics. Also, Africa and the
Middle East present opportunities for a large transfer
of knowledge, the company informs.
Galenika has over 2800 employees. Modern technological solutions enable Galenika to produce over
95% of current galenical forms. Manufacturing is organized according to modern standards and specific
requirements of the industry. There are four programs:
Human Drugs, Dental, Veterinary and OTC products,
and six departments based on pharmaceutical forms.

Hemofarm
Founded in Vrsac on in 1960, Hemofarm is the leading generic pharmaceutical company in Serbia and in
the region, according to a report by the Serbia Investment and Export Promotion Agency.
Since 2006, Hemofarm has been a part of the German STADA Group, one of the largest generic pharmaceutical companies in the world. STADA has invested a total of approximately EUR 150 million in Serbia since the integration of the largest Serbian health
company into the Group in 2006.
Hemofarm is a leader in the Serbian pharmaceutical
market with a 17,3% share in financial terms. And with
a 79,1% share in the export of Serbian pharmaceutical products. Hemofarm produces over 4 billion tablets and capsules a year. Product range includes more
than 250 products from different categories.
Hemofarm is a company with four decades of experience in drug production. Over the course of the
last decade, Hemofarm experienced large levels of
expansion. Today, it is a Group made up of the parent
company and 21 subsidiaries, of which 12 are in Serbia and Montenegro, and the others are abroad. The
parent company is organized according to the division
principle. The seat of the parent company is in Vroac,
the Serbian Investment and Export Promotion Agency further informs.
Hemofarm invested EUR 92,5 million in new production capacities. An infusion solution plant was reconstructed and a freeze-dried forms (injectables) and
ampoules factory was constructed and equipped.

Pharmanova
Pharmanova is domestic, private company established in 1991. It is a manufacturing company which
produces pharmaceutical products. During the years,
Pharmanova passed a developmental path from pharmacy in Batajnica, over the operating system which
included network of pharmacies, to its current status 
one of the biggest producers of medicines, medical
devices and dietary supplements in the country. Pharmanova operates a modern factory which meets the
strict standards of The European Union.
The manufacture plant, placed in Obrenovac, started working in December 2008. It was built under the
all principles of the good manufacturing practice, the
company claims. Pharmanova has its own control laboratory, in which physical, chemical and microbiological reactions of starting and packing material are performed, intermediate and semiproducts, and finished
products are tested, and also ambiental conditions in
producing process are controlled.
Pharmanovas portfolio includes generic medicines
which are applied in treatment of skeletal and joint,
cardiovascular, gastroenterological diseases and antibiotics.

Tigar Chemical Products
Tigar Chemical Products is the youngest plant within the corporation Tigar. Products from the factorys program date back to 1937 when the Tigar Industrial Workshop, Dimitrije Mladenovic Gaga and
company began with the manufacture of adhesives
for the needs of the internal production of rubber
footwear.
Until 1962 this production was only meant for internal purposes as a semi-product. In 1990 has followed
further expansion in the capacitive and personnel
sense, and the previous work unit of the factory Footwear has grown into an independent factory Adhesives. This is the moment when production for external markets exceeded the production for internal purposes, the company informs.
In 1998, the factory gets a new name Chemical
Products, because in the meantime, besides the production of adhesives, there have been developed
many new products for the manufacturing and chemical industries as well as for the household consumption. Since 2003, the plant began to operate as an
independent entity.

West Pharmaceutical Services
West Pharmaceutical Services Beograd Kovin is a
dynamic and developing company based in Serbia
and Montenegro, with an extensive presence in the
local market. It is a subsidiary of US-based West International Group and its activities are focused in the
pharmaceutical packaging materials sector. West
Pharmaceutical Services is a legal successor of the
former Pharma Gummi Beograd Kovin which was
founded in 1978. The company produces rubber
stoppers for vials containing penicillin and other antibiotics, IV platelets and plungers for pre-filled and
disposable 3-piece syringes.
Currently, the company has 140 employees. The
company decided to extend its production capacity
and invest nearly EUR 10 million in coming years. The
first phase started in with the construction of a new
production building. The operations are primarily focused on export. The investment generates new jobs
in the local area.

Zdravlje
Zdravlje is a leading manufacturer of drugs for
gastroenterology and cardiology and one of the
largest drug manufacturers in Serbia. The company is based in Leskovac in Southern Serbia and
currently employs around 1300 highly qualified professionals.
It was established some five decades ago and, after being acquired by Actavis Group in 2002, became
part of this Iceland based pharmaceutical multinational company. In addition to manufacturing products for various well-known European pharmaceutical companies, Zdravlje produces more than 100
registered drugs and preparations in the form of tablets, capsules and ampoules.
After taking over Zdravlje, Actavis has invested
some EUR 6,9 million in 2004 and another EUR 5,7
million in 2005, mostly in reconstruction of the pharmaceutical sector, GMP standards, logistics and education of its workforce. By the year 2007, Actavis invested a total of EUR 20 million in Zdravlje. While holding a strong position on the Serbian market, the company today continues to develop its sales presence in
a number of neighbour countries.
Sources: Serbia Investment and Export Promotion
Agency, Development Agency of Serbia (RAS),
company websites
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Textile industry in North Macedonia
North Macedonia has a long-standing tradition in
clothing and textiles. The sector represents the second largest export industry in the country which has a
notable contribution to its economical development.
According to the North Macedonian Invest Agency the
textile industry is one of the drivers of the local economy in terms of industrial production, employments and
export earnings. The country has potential not only for
new foreign direct investment, but also for outsourcing, strategic alliances and joint ventures with many
well established domestic companies. The manufacturing capacity of the industry includes producing garments, cotton thread and fabric, wool yarn, fabric and
knitted fabric. Among the main advantages of the local economical environment which attract many foreign investors and provide excellent condition for the
development of local textile manufacturers are short
delivery periods, flexibility of delivery size together with
exceptional value for money, a recent research by the
Research Agency states.

Benefits for the investors
Statistics show that North Macedonia has a small
but open economy which is market oriented and
highly integrated into international trade of goods.
Additional advantages for the positive evolvement of
businesses in the textile and clothing industry are
the following: the Balkan country first from the countries in the region signed the Stabilization and association agreement with EN in 2011; it has an overall
framework for development regional cooperation and
established political and economic criteria for EU integration; it also has signed multilateral and bilateral
free trade agreement with the EFTA countries, CEFTA countries, Turkey and Ukraine. In addition, North
Macedonia has been a member of the WTO since
2003.
The textile sector contributes for: 17% of the industrys GDP; 17% of total country exports and 35% of
the total number of employees in the industry.
The North Macedonian textile and garment Industry is characterized by: customer focus and orientation; availability of experienced labor; flexibility to
quickly respond to the customers requirements. The
report of Invest in North Macedonia also outlines as

main specifics of the industry the following: capability to produce small orders at the same prices as big
orders (higher productivity); long-term business relationships with worldwide partners and experience
in working for well-known international brands; recognized quality for garments production; good transport and logistics services.

Textile capacities

The textile and garment industry is one of the most
developed economic sectors in North Macedonia,
with over 1100 companies actively involved at various levels of production, statistics show. The industry employs 35 000 workers and produces over EUR
400 million worth of exports. Companies within this
sector have manufactured products for a large number of well-known worldwide brands. According to
national Classification of Activity (NCA), North Macedonian textile companies are divided in two groups:

manufacturers of textile materials; manufacturers of
wearing apparel, dressing and dyeing of fur.
There are textile capacities widespread throughout
the entire country. Every large municipality has a
company connected with the garment industry, but
more than a half of the total capacity is located in the
eastern part of the country. There are 11 large regions or areas in terms of textile capacity distribution
throughout the country, and 50% of the capacity is
placed in the eastern part, 30% of the capacity is
placed in the central part and 20% of the capacity is
placed in the western part of North Macedonia. The
center of the textile and garment industry is the town
of Stip, followed by Kocani and Delcevo.
Finished garments contribute to 90% of North
Macedonias textile output, while textile materials are
comprised of the production of textiles for denim clothing, bedspreads, blankets, bathroom and kitchen linen and wearing apparel dominates the industry.
The total number of production capacities is over
800. There are over 1100 registered entities in the
production of textiles and wearing apparel. Of these
companies, the most dominant (around the half) are
small enterprises.

Production range
Spinning and fabric production account for 1,5% of
industrial production, and ready-made products account for 11,32%, a report by the Investment Agency, dedicated to the current state of the textile industry
in North Macedonia, states. The most dominant is the
production of wearing apparel. The production of textiles consists of production of textiles for denim clothing, as well as bedspreads, blankets, bathroom and
kitchen linen.
Among the economical activities, in which the companies in the sector are engaged, are: preparation and
spinning of textile, weaving and finishing of textiles,
manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics, manufacture of made-up textile articles, carpets and rugs,
cordage, rope, twine and netting, non-wovens and articles made from non-wovens, technical and industrial
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tion is organized by the CM or CMT (Cut, Make& Trim)
system for foreign markets. Full production and own
brand production is partly exported and the rest is
placed in the domestic market, the Investment Agency adds.
The main groups of exported products include womens and girls blouses, T-shirts, vests, suits, jackets
and blazers. The most important export destination,
with more than 62% of exports, is Germany, followed
by Greece, Netherlands, Italy, Great Britain, Austria,
Switzerland and Bulgaria.
The annual imports of garments reach the amount
of about EUR 50 million. The imports are dominantly
made from China, Greece, Turkey, Germany and Italy.

History of the textile industry in North
Macedonia

textiles, wearing apparel, leather clothes, workwear,
underwear, articles of fur, knitted and crocheted apparel, etc.
About 70% of the production is in the group of not
knitted apparel. The main products in this group are:
womens or girls suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers,
dresses, skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear); mens or boys suits, ensembles, jackets,
blazers, trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts (other than swimwear); mens or boys
shirts; womens or girls blouses, shirts and shirtblouses; tracksuits, ski suits and swimwear; other
garments; babies garments and clothing accessories.
The main products in the knitted apparel group are:
womens or girls blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses; tshirts, singlets and other vests; womens or girls suits,
ensembles, jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and
shorts (other than swimwear); jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles; mens or boys
underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pajamas, bathrobes,
dressing gowns and similar articles; pantyhose, tights,
stockings, socks and other hosiery, including graduated compression hosiery (for example, stockings for
varicose veins) and footwear without applied soles.

Specifics of the workforce
Skilled labor is one of the industrys main strengths,
the countrys Investment Agency points out. The sector employs about 35 000 workers which is approximately 32 per cent of all employees in the manufacturing sector, or about 6,7% of the total number of
employees, the cited report says.
North Macedonia offers a cost competitive environment for textile manufacturing. With nearly half of the
population under 30 years of age, companies operating out of North Macedonia can rely on an ample
source of trained and qualified professionals to contribute to the growth of their business, the report also
states.
North Macedonia also enjoys a sustainable supply
of young, highly skilled labor at a competitive cost.
The average salary in 2018 was EUR 580 per month
across all sectors, while in textile manufacturing in
December 2018 the average net salary was EUR
386.
20
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Advantages of the industry
Together with short period from orders to delivery
the North Macedonian textile industry is also capable
to produce small orders at the same prices as big orders with high quality of performance and good transport and logistics services.
One of the biggest competitive advantages that describe the North Macedonian textile industry is its
close proximity to Western Europe, which represents
a large and consumer market.
Another advantage is the fact that the local manufacturers have a good image on the global market. Companies from the country have been present in the EU
and US markets for decades and are known for their
quality and professionalism. The industry also is characterized by high flexibility and readiness to adapt to
the demands of foreign markets. That readiness also
comes with the ability to comply with changes that
comes as a result of new trends in the world, punctual
execution within agreed terms of delivery and readiness
to adapt the shorter terms that come due to the product
consumption cycles that become shorter and shorter.
One of the main advantages of the North Macedonian textile industry, important for foreign investors,
is the exceptional relation between product quality and
price. This is a result of highly qualified personnel with
a long tradition of working in the textile industry, as
well as of relatively low personnel costs, the report
by Invest in North Macedonia explains.
The factories, located in the country have modern
equipment at their disposal and follow all leading world
trends in developing textile machines and production
technologies.
In addition to modern textile equipment, more and
more companies invest in computer technologies
(CAD/CAM system, plotters etc.) that provide product
models that meet the demands of buyers and can be
used as a perfect training tool for introducing own designs, the research shows.
Last but not least, North Macedonia benefits from its
relative closeness to EU-markets and traditionally good
transportation and logistics networks. Most of the big
European transportation companies have privatelyowned vehicles and warehouses located in the country.

Export and import of textile products
The textile and garment industry in North Macedonia
exports mainly to EU countries. 93% of the produc-

The growth of the North Macedonian textile sector
underwent diverse historical and economic phases.
This industry is among the oldest on the territory of
North Macedonia, and passed through all the stages
of development. The Macedonian Center for Research and Policy Making (CRPM) conducted a special research, dedicated to the history of the North
Macedonian textile industry with a focus on Shtip.
At the end of the 19th century, Macedonia was a
territory with numerous small towns with a developed trade, especially in craftsmanship. The introduction and the further development of the textile
industry in Macedonia were mainly induced by the
needs of the Ottoman army for various kinds of
clothing and uniforms. Another reason for the
emerging of the textile sector was to satisfy the
needs of the citizens in the urban areas, the research by the CRPM states.
The first textile enterprises were established in the
1880s in the villages in the region of Bitola  Dihovo,
Magarevo, Trnovo. Their main activity was production
of woolen products. Only a small number of cotton
products were produced in craftsmen workshops. The
growth of textiles in this region was natural as Bitola,
at that time also known as Manastir, was an important
economic and cultural center in the European part of
Turkey. Unfortunately, the Balkan wars and the First
World War had devastating results for this industry,
CRPM informs.

Local industrial revolution
With the five year planning program the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) government
has decided to change the North Macedonian economy from primarily craftsmanship to industry. Therefore investment in several key sectors was made:
production of electricity, metallurgy, chemistry industry, tobacco industry, leather industry, food processing and textile.
During that period two huge capacities were built in
North Macedonia: Teteks (in Tetovo) and Makedonka
(in Shtip). The former planned to produce woolen yarn
and fabrics and cloths; the later was planned to spin
cotton yarn and weave cotton cloth. This provided for
balanced textile production, which in the previous period was disproportionate. The investment highly contributed to increase of employment and thus if in 1947
the textile sector employed just 393 people (5,3% of
total employment in the whole industry). In 1953, after
the capacities in Shtip and Tetovo were built, the employment in the textile sector amounted to 9850 people or 32% of total industrial employment, the research by the CRPM explains.
Sources: Invest in Macedonia, State Statistical
Office, North Macedonia (MAKSTAT Database),
Macedonian Center for Research
and Policy Making (CRPM)

Over EUR 1 billion were invested in Western
Balkans in 2018
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) announced on its official website it
had invested more than EUR 1 billion in various
projects in Western Balkans last year. A total of 67
projects were implemented with the funding, after a
very successful 2017, when EBRD provided financing for the realization of another 57 implementations
in the area worth almost EUR 700 million in total.
Among the activities enhancing EBRDs policy engagement to the region was the third Western Balkans Investment Summit, organized and hosted by
the Bank, which took place in February 2018. In order to support sustainable and inclusive growth, competitiveness, inclusion, governance, green initiatives,
resilience and integration, the business conference
brought together the Prime Ministers and business
representatives from all the six Western Balkan
countries - Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Croatia, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (now the Republic of North Macedonia), Montenegro and Serbia. The Bank now disclosed this
years Annual Meeting was going to be held in Sarajevo on 8 and 9 May 2019.
The EBRD provided large amounts of private finance to support infrastructure links in South-Eastern Europe. One of the key investment projects in

2018 was the major modernization of the Nikola
Tesla airport in Belgrade, Serbias main air transportation hub that serves the country and the wider
region. All the regions supported by the Bank had
the opportunity to take advantage of large scale investment and backing for reforms, with a number
of countries overcoming significant economic challenges in the process. The EBRD financed a total
of 395 projects worth EUR 9,5 billion in 2018 across
its all regions, very close to a 2017 record of EUR
9,7 billion.
For 2019, the EBRD has set ambitious goals in
support of the global development agenda.
At its Annual Meeting in Jordan in May 2018,
EBRD shareholders asked the Bank to do even
more with existing capital to increase investments
in existing countries to help achieve Sustainable
Development Goals the international community
has pledged to deliver by 2030.
The EBRD responded with a plan that sees the
Bank making an even greater impact in its regions.
EBRD President Sir Suma Chakrabarti told Bank
staff this week the EBRD would raise both the quality and the quantity of its investments over the next
two years. He was confident the Bank would
achieve these ambitious goals, the Bank said in

an official press release.
Shareholders will decide whether to work for possible further expansion outside the current regions
of activity at the Annual Meeting in Sarajevo in May
2019.
2018 was a year during which the EBRD extended its broad international shareholder base that already stretches across five continents. India became the Banks 69th member and San Marino
signed up to take a stake.
The EBRD also continued last year to work towards
its climate finance goals, devoting 36 percent of its
total investments to the green economy. The Bank is
well on the way to meeting a target of dedicating a
40 percent share of investments to the green economy by 2020", the official statement also announced.
Source: EBRD

North Macedonian electricity company ELEM
to build a large-scale solar power plant with
EBRD financing
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is lending EUR 5,9 million to
the North Macedonian state-owned electricity company ELEM to further support the countrys plans
to move decisively forward with decarbonisation,
the Bank said in an official statement.
The loan is granted to the company to construct
the largest solar power plant in the country, helping
it achieve its goal to generate 23 per cent of electricity from renewables by 2020. The plant will be
constructed on the site of an exhausted lignite coal
mine and the rest of the funding (around EUR 8,7
mln.) will be provided by ELEM. The redevelopment
of coal mine site is a big step towards the decarbonisation of the North Macedonian power sector,
the EBRD points out.
The new solar plant is ELEMs first and it will produce nearly 15 GWh a year of electricity once it
becomes operational. The plant will thus displace
12,177 tonnes of CO2 a year. The project will also
support the electricity companys efforts to rehabilitate the 26 hectare mine site that used to supply
the TPP with coal, EBRD said. ELEM is a public
electricity generation utility owned by the North
Macedonian government which provides 90 per
cent of the countrys domestic electricity produc-

tion. This amounts to about 3,600 GWh which are
delivered from two thermal power plants and 1,250
GWh from eight hydropower plants. The company
also also operates two combined heat and power
facilities and the first wind farm in the country, producing about 100 GWh annually.
The country, whose capital Skopje was recently
named one of Europes most polluted cities, aims
to source 23 per cent of its electricity from renewable sources by 2020.
This project will help the country reduce its reliance on ageing lignite-fired infrastructure and also
help the local community in the Kicevo municipality, traditionally reliant on lignite mining and generation, to develop more sustainable practices, the
Bank further explained.
The large-scale solar project was signed in Skopje in January by the EBRDs Head of Power and
Energy Utilities, Harry Boyd-Carpenter, and by
ELEM Chief Executive Officer Dragan Minovski.
The implementation is aimed to diversify the production mix of ELEM from coal and increase the
share of renewables, providing more clean energy
in a country and region with capacity shortages and
high levels of carbon intensity, the EBRD adds.
The Bank is also providing the company and the

country with technical assistance in designing competitive renewable tenders for 200 MW of solar capacity and 150 MW of wind power capacity, thus
helping it hit its renewable energy targets. Italy is
providing almost EUR 75,000 towards technical
due diligence. The EBRD Shareholders Special
Fund (SSF) is providing EUR 75,000 for environmental and social due diligence. The EBRDs
Green Economy Transition (GET) Project Preparation and Implementation Framework will support the
company during project implementation, the EBRD
stated in a press release.
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development has funded a total of 113 projects, worth
more than EUR 1,8 billion, supporting the North
Macedonian economical development.
Source: EBRD
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EBRD and EU funding street lighting
refurbishing projects in over 30 Serbian
municipalities
Over 30 municipalities in Serbia will benefit from lighting refurbishing projects, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) announced. The
projects are being implemented under the Regional Energy Efficiency Programme. It supports Western Balkan
countries to improve their energy efficiency and move
closer to EU standards. The EBRD programme, funded
by the European Union and implemented in cooperation
with the Energy Community Secretariat, provides policy
dialogue and financing through either credit lines or the
direct financing of municipalities, the Bank stated on its
website.
Veliko Gradiste in Northeast Serbia is one of the municipalities that take part in the initiative. By refurbishing
its street lighting system, it has achieved greater energy
efficiency and major cost savings. An application to the
EBRDs Regional Energy Efficiency Programme was
successful and the municipality installed new street lights
with support from a contractor selected through a public
tender, the Bank further explains.
One of the main challenges for small municipalities
like ours is a small budget. Compared to other nearby
municipalities with stronger industries and higher population numbers, our budget for development and investments is limited. So the realisation that Veliko Gradiste
could make significant savings in electricity spending

through refurbishing its street lighting system was very
welcome, explains Aleksandar Ignjatijevic, the municipalitys Energy Manager.
The municipalitys expenditure on electricity has now
gone down from EUR 6400 per month to EUR 1800.
Before the systems installation it used around 950 000
kWh per year, compared to only 260 000 kWh now.
The benefits of this project are multiple. Costs that
are three and a half times lower, a better quality of street
lighting, a system that is more reliable and efficient, the
financing of the project through savings and, finally, happy citizens, Ignjatijevic says.
The Western Balkans is still heavily dependent on
ageing coal-fired thermal power plants and suffers from

high levels of pollution. Carbon intensity per GDP in Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia is more than
six times higher than the EU average and Skopje has
been described as the most polluted capital in Europe
by the World Health Organization (WHO), the EBRD
said in a press release.
Multiple benefits that energy efficiency improvements
could bring are obvious: lower energy bills, lower CO2
emissions, better heating and lighting in schools, hospitals, homes, job and wealth creation. The countries in
the Western Balkans should now use the opportunity offered by this unique programme and invest in energy
efficiency, gaining all these benefits, Violeta
Kogalniceanu, Head of the Infrastructure and Energy Efficiency Unit of the Energy Community Secretariat, commented on the need to improve energy efficiency in the
region.
Through its membership of the Energy Community,
Serbia has already committed to adopting EU Energy
Efficiency rules and standards. The EU, international financial institutions, and other donors have all made substantial contributions to making dedicated energy efficiency finance available and affordable to people in Serbia, Sem Fabrizi, Ambassador of the European Union
to Serbia, stated.
Source: EBRD

EBRD supports small and medium-sized
enterprises in Turkey
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is taking up another step in supporting
small and medium enterprises in Turkey, helping them
get better access to financing. The project is aimed to
assist micro and small businesses in the country. In order to do that the Bank is lending EUR 16,5 million (100
million Turkish lira equivalent) to the local factoring firm
TAM Faktoring. Factoring is a financial tool which functions in two ways - addressing working capital needs for
small businesses and fostering an enabling business
environment. Turkey is still divided by a very visible economic disparity between east and west. Such instruments provide a tangible way in which money can be
channelled to the country.
The EBRD is planning to boost SMEs growth in a challenging business environment with this measure. Small
businesses in Turkey will have greater access to muchneeded local currency funding thanks to a TRY 100 million loan provided to TAM Faktoring, a fast-growing factoring firm, the Bank further announced on its website.
The company Tam Faktoring provides factoring services to small and medium sized enterprises in the country. It offers invoice discounting, open account factoring,
and supplier finance solutions. The firms headquarters
are located in Istanbul. TAM Faktoring focuses primarily
on micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) and operates through a retail network of 33 branches in 21 cities, EBRD added.
The financing to the company will directly benefit MSMEs, which employ nearly three in four people and constitute 55 per cent of the countrys GDP, yet have limited
access to traditional bank finance. The loan, denominated
in Turkish lira, is part of the EBRDs continued support for
22
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local currency financing in the country. Increasing access
to long-term and stable financing for non-bank financial
institutions, especially in Turkish lira, is essential to the
recovery of the Turkish economy, the EBRDs official
press release disclosed. The Bank is a 9,5 per cent shareholder in TAM Faktoring. It has already provided the company with loans amounting to a total of 80 million TRY.
The EBRD has invested over EUR 11 billion in 283
projects in Turkey since 2009, with a focus on investment
in sustainable energy, improving infrastructure, strengthening the competitiveness of the private sector, deepening capital and local currency markets, and promoting regional and youth inclusion and gender equality. The overwhelming majority of EBRD investments in the country
are in the private sector. Last year alone the Bank invested over EUR 1 billion in Turkey, of which one-third - EUR

331 million - was extended in local currency, the release
also said.
The EBRD supports businesses from many industries
in Turkey, such as food and beverages, wholesale and
retail distribution and construction and engineering. Investments are not only aimed at the major cities. In fact,
most of the projects funded by the Bank are in the eastern part of Turkey where income per capita is 75 per
cent below the Turkish national average.
Through project financing 85 per cent of companies in
Turkey increase their turnover  with a median increase
of 21 per cent  and 64 per cent improve their productivity, as they expand their business. 61 per cent see significant job creation and 12 per cent secure external
funding to finance their growth, the EBRD also notes.
Source: EBRD

The International Fair of Techniques and
Technical achievements focuses on digitalization
The 63rd International Fair of Technique and Technical Achievements (UFI) will be held in Belgrade, Serbia
on May 21-24, 2019. The prominent exhibition, organized by the Belgrade fair, will once again demonstrate
the newest products, technologies and services in the
fields of industrial automation, power and energy infrastructure.
The large-scale event, established in 1937, has a longterm tradition in providing a meeting and business contact platform for exhibitors, visitors and professionals
from all industrial sectors. This year a special emphasis
will be put on the topic of digitalization and the way it
changes industry.

Industry-changing trends
The International Fair of Techniques and Technical
achievements is the right place for the promotion of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution  Industry 4.0. It is about
digitalization that has given rise to revolutionary changes in companys development and the way of doing busi-

ness, increasing productivity and improving competitiveness. This concept points to new opportunities and challenges, focuses on recognizing new impacts and the
consequences of accelerated technical-technological
events, organizers explained.
Together with focusing on innovations and new technologies for the factories of the future, the trade fair will
present novelties in: Electrical Engineering; Computer

Integrated Factory; Electronics; Lighting; Measuring
equipment and instruments; Process management; Ventilation and air conditioning devices and equipment;
Welding, etc. Among the exhibitors will be around 850
domestic and foreign companies including key global
promoters of technological and technical achievements
trends. The organizers expect near 26 000 visitors to
participate in the event.

WIN EURASIA 2019 „wins the future“ with
Industry 4.0 innovations
This years edition of the biggest industrial trade fair in
the Eurasia region took place on March 1417 in the
TUYAP Fair and Exhibition Center in Istanbul. The organizers from Hannover Fairs Turkey, a subsidiary of Deutsche Messe, had set the ambitious goal to give visitors
and participants a 360-degree perspective on the entire
manufacturing industry. The main motto of WIN EURASIA 2019 was WIN the Future and the platform was
strongly focused on technological innovations for Industry 4.0.

Wide range of industries and applications
Around 2000 exhibitor companies from Turkey and
abroad showcased their latest products, technologies
and solutions during the four days of the major international event for the manufacturing industry. The show
highlighted many interesting system solutions for the factories of the future. Visitors had the opportunity to get
introduces to high-end products and technologies in the
fields of metalworking, bonding and welding technologies, industrial automation systems, power transmission
and fluid power technologies, electric and electronic
equipment, intralogistics solutions, etc.
WIN EURASIA 2019 also featured the premiere of WINovation  a competition for innovative and uniquely designed technology projects in the following categories:

product, service, design, technology, technical infrastructure, solution, business model, organization, social and
environment.

technology, industrial security systems, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technology, big data, digital automation and additive manufacturing technology.

Industry 4.0 in focus

The topics of tomorrow

WIN EUARASIA 2019 demonstrated cutting-edge innovations in the fields of automation, digitization, the Internet of Things and augmented reality. To strengthen
the Industry 4.0 theme, for the first time in its history the
exhibition platform featured an interactive festival area
dedicated to the Fourth Industrial Revolution. In this area
the visitors could see Turkeys very first Digital Factory
demonstration in action, including a live, fully functional
manufacturing line. The integrated solution included industry-changing technologies of tomorrow: production
control and follow-up systems, data analytics, cloud

The Industry 4.0 concept strongly prevailed in all aspects of the trade fair, including the conference program.
Among the interesting discussion topics were Digital
Transformation in Industry, Economy, Science, Future
and You, Self-Service Industry 4.0, Integration of Information Technologies with Industry: Industry 4.0, Digital Transformation in Production, Autonomous Mobile
Robots and Logistics 4.0, Smart Manufacturing Technologies  Digital Factories, IIoT Infrastructures and
Artificial Intelligence in Factories, WIN Eurasia Digital
Transformation Talks, etc.
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